
Give your home a declutter before you start. 
Start the way you mean to continue and remove clutter from your home before you do your Home Cleansing
Ritual

Smudge yourself before you smudge your space

Decide your 'smudging route'
Decide if you will smudge your house in a clockwise or antic clockwise direction.  If you’d like to remove negative
energy– for example, when using the mantra “I cleanse my home of any heaviness and negativity” after a party–
walk through each room counter-clockwise, starting at the front door. If, however, you’re using a mantra such as
“I am grateful for health, abundance, and happiness” to call in positivity, move through your house in a clockwise
motion, instead, still starting at the front door.

Plan your route so that it ends at your sacred space, meditation space or altar if you have one. This will preserve
the sacred energy of the area.

Set your intentions before you start. One thing in and one thing out. 
You may meditate for a few minutes on this intention before lighting your smudge stick; this helps to invoke the
feelings and energy behind your intentions.

As an example, you may set an intention to release the toxic energy of a guest who entered your home earlier, or
you may invoke an essence of abundance to enter your home, if that feels good.

Open doors and windows
To aid in banishing stagnant vibrations and negative energy from your space, open doors and windows so that it
can be released.

Light your smudge stick and begin your ritual 
Pay particular attention to corners of rooms, you can fan the smoke by waving the smudge stick or by fanning it
with a feather. 

End the ritual by repeating your cleansing mantra. 
After you’ve smudged every room in your home, or once you finish smudging your body (or both), chant your
mantra and feel its energy once again. Then, extinguish your smudge stick, and consider it done!

Finish the purification by lighting a Palo Santo stick
Palo Santo, also known as Holy Wood is great for attracting/inviting creativity, love, and good fortune into your
space

Place the rose quartz crystal on a window still. 
Welcome love into your home with healing rose quartz.

Home Cleansing Ritual
If you don't already have a ritual, feel free to use this as guide.

Most important is that you do what feels right for you!


